Social media templates
The following templates can be used across your social media channels. The aim of these posts is to encourage
students to behave safely around our services, promote better behaviour and inform students about Transperth
fares. Posts tend to be more effective when images are also used, so please feel free to share any of the assets we’ve
provided.

Bus
Safety
Every year we see students receiving life-threatening injuries as a result of dangerous behaviour around buses.
We encourage you to share some of these messages to prevent future accidents.

Facebook
 ven if it’s intended as a joke, pushing or bumping
E
into others near roads is dangerous and could result
in your mates hurting themselves.

Image: Bus_Facebook_1

 e want you to stay safe, no matter who’s texting
W
you. To avoid an accident, always look before crossing
the road.

Image: Bus_Facebook_2

 o matter how fast you are, never walk or run in front
N
of a bus and always wait for it to leave before you
cross the road.

Image: Bus_Facebook_1

 rom stepping out in front, walking too close,
F
mucking around near a stop, or crossing the road,
don’t take risks around buses.

Image: Bus_Facebook_3
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Twitter
Be mindful of other traffic when hopping off the
bus and always wait for it to move on before crossing
the road.

Image: Bus_Twitter_1

 o text message, call or game is more important
N
than your life. Please avoid distractions when you’re
around buses.

Image: Bus_Twitter_2

Train
Safety
When kids mess around on the platform, it can lead to serious injury or even death. We encourage you to share
some of these messages with your students to encourage safe behaviour around trains.

Facebook
 rains can be dangerous if you’re not careful, as they
T
travel faster than moving cars on a freeway.
So don’t play on the platform or near the tracks, and
always stand behind the yellow line when waiting for
the train.
Image: Train_Facebook_1
Did you know that if you trespass you risk a
$200 fine? Not to mention your life! Trespassing
can include:
o Jumping onto the rail track (even to get
something you dropped!).
o Going across the tracks instead of using the gates,
the overpass or underpass.
o Pushing the automatic pedestrian gates open to
cross the tracks as they’re closing.
o Walking along the rail track instead of being on
the platform.
Image: Train_Facebook_2
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